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"Urinated in public all over Sausalito, giving zero fucks." by Charles Bronson Crew

"Frapuccino" (CC BY-NC 2.0) by Gabeat.

https://twitter.com/therealCBC/status/1410685616
https://twitter.com/therealCBC
https://www.flickr.com/photos/gabeat/6108264946/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/gabeat/


Why?

FLICKIN’ POWER!!!

"lightning-storm" (CC BY 2.0) by texaus1"lightning-storm" (CC BY 2.0) by texaus1

"Flick" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by kkemps

https://www.flickr.com/photos/texaus1/33098418850/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/texaus1/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/texaus1/33098418850/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/texaus1/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kkemps/5502139008/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/kkemps/


Not I Don’t Care

"Mysterious-Kitty" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by Chris Sorge

https://www.flickr.com/photos/stone65/7795933612/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/stone65/


Lowers stress levels

Unleashes creativity

Things become clear

How can you care and also give no firetrucks?

"Firetruck" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by Jo Zimny Photos

"Today Zero Fucks Shall Be Given" by Brian McKay

https://www.flickr.com/photos/joeyz51/42248759280/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/joeyz51/
https://www.zenruption.com/zenlife/2016/2/25/today-zero-fucks-shall-be-given
https://www.zenruption.com/about


Awareness of Self

"Third Eye by Natalia Virafuentes" (CC BY-NC 2.0) by wiredforlego

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wiredforsound23/49128866256/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/wiredforsound23/


Identify own emotions

Monitor own emotions

Recognize own reactions

What emotion do you experience
when you need zero frankfurters?

"5 Key Emotional Intelligence Skills" by Kendra Cherry

"Frankfurters" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by bjacobdawson

https://www.verywellmind.com/components-of-emotional-intelligence-2795438
https://www.verywellmind.com/kendra-cherry-2794702
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jacobdawson/26510653649/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/jacobdawson/


Regulation of Self

"Regulator" (CC BY-NC 2.0) by BodHack

https://www.flickr.com/photos/bodhack/3426179883/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/bodhack/


Control of self

Ethical reaction

Open to different

How do you practice control of self
when giving no flamingos?

"Self-Regulation | Self-Management" by SkillsYouNeed

"Kai" by Sally Sloley

https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ps/self-management.html
https://www.skillsyouneed.com/


"ethics!" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by amk713

Ethics

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nylffn/3505943314/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/nylffn/


I will consciously avoid situations where I benefit myself to the 
detriment of the client and stakeholders so that I may maintain 

professional judgment and objective thinking.

I will make it transparent if my client is forming dependencies on 
my services and will work towards their own self-sustaining 

agility.

I will create awareness when power, privilege and rank are 
impeding my client’s goals or my ability to serve them effectively.

How are you an ethical zero frogs master?

"Code of Ethical Conduct for Agile Coaching" by Agile Coaching Ethics Initiative

"Frog Friend" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by the magnetic west

https://www.agilealliance.org/agilecoachingethics/
https://www.agilealliance.org/resources/initiatives/agile-coaching-ethics/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/catch/5477155870/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/catch/


"Ruins" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by kke227

Ruinous Empathy

https://www.flickr.com/photos/kesta/8770638953/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/kesta/


Nice and damaging

Avoiding emotional response

Trying to control another person

How can you be radically candid and not a flippin’ jerk?

"How Can I Stop My Ruinous Empathy?" by Russ Laraway

"IMG_3152" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by Explorerdk

https://www.radicalcandor.com/stop-ruinous-empathy/
https://www.radicalcandor.com/author/rlaraway/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/explorerdk/8737174454/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/explorerdk/


"Bath with bubbles" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by AMCSviatko

Clean Feedback

https://www.flickr.com/photos/49333775@N00/25410633388/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/49333775@N00/


Understand bias

Acknowledge bias

State bias

When was the last time
you created freakin’ fear?

"Cleaning up the ‘F’ word in coaching" by Nancy Doyle and Caitlin Walker

"IMG_3152" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by Explorerdk

https://cleanlanguage.co.uk/articles/articles/272/1/Cleaning-up-the-F-word/Page1.html
https://cleanlanguage.co.uk/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/explorerdk/8737174454/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/explorerdk/


Objectivity

"My Brain 5" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by Rorra

https://www.flickr.com/photos/rorraliz/470198102/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/rorraliz/


Uninfluenced

Unbiased

Uninhibited

How do you express your falcon observations?

"Objective or Neutral" by Adventist Review

"falcon" (CC BY-ND 2.0) by hans s

https://adventistreview.org/2012-1533/2012-1533-6/
https://adventistreview.org/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/archeon/174613523/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/archeon/


Neutrality

"Innocence in beige" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by Archeopteryx

https://www.flickr.com/photos/archeopteryx/263731658/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/archeopteryx/


Tolerance

Indifference

Lack of involvement

How are you expressing faxin’ neutrality?

"Objective or Neutral" by Adventist Review

"Cat on fax machine" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by Secret Pilgrim

https://adventistreview.org/2012-1533/2012-1533-6/
https://adventistreview.org/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/umdrums/1806306585/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/umdrums/


"DRAMA TRIANGLE" (CC BY 2.0) by Luc Galoppin

Drama Triangle

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lucgaloppin/4951596423/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/lucgaloppin/


Power in conflicts

People being selfish

No meaningful change results

What fryin’ role do you usually play?

"Fairy Tales and Script Drama Analysis" by Stephen B. Karpman

"fries" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by Michael W. May

https://karpmandramatriangle.com/pdf/DramaTriangle.pdf
https://karpmandramatriangle.com/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/joffi/4763324396/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/joffi/


Society

"Diversity" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by wanderingthinker

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wanderingphilosopher/3404212756/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/wanderingphilosopher/


Isms

Prejudice

Discrimination

How can you overcome your flounderisms?

"Discrimination" by Wikipedia

"Flounder" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by noricum

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrimination
https://en.wikipedia.org/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/noricum/28910858/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/noricum/


"OWC external hard drive" (CC BY 2.0) by miss karen

External

https://www.flickr.com/photos/misbehave/2885262347/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/misbehave/


Retrospectives and managers

Internal versus external

Speak truth to power

How are you speaking
the foggy truth to power?

"Speaking truth to power" by Wikipedia

"headlight_fog" (CC BY-ND 2.0) by ercwttmn

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speaking_truth_to_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ricoslounge/41903016110/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/ricoslounge/


Zen

"junk garden motorcycle" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by nicknormal

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nicknormal/40476101020/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/nicknormal/


Perceiving true nature

Benefit for others

Without arrogance or egotism

How does your zero fiddlesticks benefit others?

"Zen" by Wikipedia

"Arin Plays Violin" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by Waldo Jaquith

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zen
https://en.wikipedia.org/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/waldoj/2523402084/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/waldoj/


Power Distance

"Scott Base Distance Sign" (CC BY-SA 2.0) by russellstreet

https://www.flickr.com/photos/russellstreet/8250957753/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/russellstreet/


You might have it

They might have it

Be aware of it

What the flock is the power distance in your org?

"Power distance" by Wikipedia

"Flock" (CC BY 2.0) by Nick Saltmarsh

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_distance
https://en.wikipedia.org/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/nsalt/3030562678/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/nsalt/


Fear is the Mind Killer

"Dunes" (CC BY-NC 2.0) by Hembo Pagi

https://www.flickr.com/photos/hembo/4194939038/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/hembo/


I must not fear. Fear is the mind-killer. Fear is 
the little-death that brings total obliteration. 
I will face my fear. I will permit it to pass over 

me and through me. And when it has gone past 
I will turn the inner eye to see its path. Where 

the fear has gone there will be nothing.
Only I will remain.

When was the last time you
felt fiery fear at work?

"Dune" by Frank Herbert

"Fuego on Fire 🌋✨" (CC BY-NC 2.0) by Nicolas Rénac

https://dunenovels.com/dune/
https://dunenovels.com/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/70325100@N00/49294682406/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/70325100@N00/


"Tiny Ducklings Leap from Tree" by National Geographic

https://youtu.be/Etc3xTlbygI
https://www.youtube.com/c/NatGeo


When you achieve zero figs in Finland…

Is it power over others?
Or is it power over yourself?

"lightning-storm" (CC BY 2.0) by texaus1"lightning-storm" (CC BY 2.0) by texaus1

"Fresh Figs" (CC BY-NC 2.0) by arsheffield
"Finnish flag" (CC BY 2.0) by Falling Outside The Normal Moral Constraints

https://www.flickr.com/photos/texaus1/33098418850/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/texaus1/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/texaus1/33098418850/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/texaus1/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/arsheffield/4986046390/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/arsheffield/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/fotnmc/16011323371/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/fotnmc/


Thanks! Furry group hug!

"Group hug" (CC BY-NC 2.0) by heights.18145

https://www.flickr.com/photos/136985373@N08/47874245421/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/136985373@N08/

